Example Teaching and Learning Materials

**Number Bag Puzzle**
**Material needed:** matumba, cloth, wooden plates (e.g.: 5x5 cm), marker, glue, sand paper, possibly varnish.

**Alphabet Bag Puzzle**
**Material needed:** matumba, cloth, wooden plates (e.g.: 5x5 cm), marker, glue, sand paper, possibly varnish.

**Number Plates**
**Material needed:** wooden plates (e.g.: 10x10 cm), marker, possibly varnish.

**Clay Number and Letters**
**Material needed:** clay, possibly paint or/and varnish.

**Shape Puzzles**
**Material needed:** probably needs to be done by a carpenter, possibly paint and/or varnish.
Counters and Bead Strings
**Material needed:** clay or wood, wire, string, possibly paint and/or varnish.

Sawing Shapes
**Material needed:** wooden shapes with holes around the outside, string, possibly paint and/or varnish.

Tangram Puzzle
**Material needed:** matumba, marker, wooden Tangram puzzle, possibly paint and/or varnish.

Wooden Blocks
**Material needed:** wooden blocks of different shape, paint and/or varnish.

Blackboard Salates:
**Material needed:** wooden slates, blackboard paint
Example Material and Topic Boxes

Number and Alphabet Box

Playtime Box

Art and Music Box